Store, Organize, Access and Share Your Research Data

Faculty members conducting science research now have a vital ally, who will help them meet new National Science Foundation policies that require a detailed plan for organizing research data and making it accessible.

The Rutgers University Libraries, as part of its mission to support and advance the university's research agenda, offers solutions that enable faculty members to develop a data plan and provide for the ongoing management of their data. The Libraries invite faculty members to explore RUresearch, the emerging suite of RUcore tools and services, to support their research data. To read more, click here.

Preserve Your History at Rutgers Day

History is not just about “important” people. As part of Rutgers Day 2011, the Rutgers University Libraries will formally launch a new project - MyJerseyRoots - that offers New Jersey citizens an opportunity to document the everyday life of our cities, small towns and rural communities from past to present. Ordinary photos of your family, community, architecture and social events, and even your house will one day be fascinating artifacts for future generations. For more information, click here.

Tools to Facilitate Student Research: Online Tutorials

Convenience for our students is key. Whether they are distance learners or our on-campus students, they work on assignments at all times of the day and night. The Libraries have developed a set of tools to enable students to complete their assignments whenever and wherever they are. In the first of the three-part series on library tools, we will focus on online tutorials.

Proquest Historical Newspapers

Search across the ProQuest Historical Newspapers platform to compare coverage of a historical event in The New York Times and The Washington Post by clicking on “Select multiple databases” under the search box. These newspapers can be used in a variety of ways, including browsing complete issues, searching by keyword across over 20 document types (front page articles, stock quotes, editorial articles, e.g.), and searching stock charts, photographs, advertisements, and graphs.

Coming soon! The Libraries will soon be adding the historical The Wall Street Journal to the ProQuest Historical Newspapers platform, now with coverage as far as 1889. Look for more information on our website.

US Congressional Hearings: It’s science, info tech, business, history, & politics


For more information on this resource, please click here. To review the over 100,000 titles in the Libraries’ US Congressional Hearings database, please click here. For more assistance with this resource, contact Tom Glynn at 732/932-7129 (x128) or glynn@rci.rutgers.edu.

Comments? Questions? Contact us at essentials@rulmail.rutgers.edu